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Introduction: During Raman and isotopic studies
inferred 26Al/27Al ratio is shown in Fig. 1d. The ratio is
of presolar SiC grains from size fractions LS+LU of
inhomogeneous and ranges from 0.4 to 0.9, the highest
the Murchison L separation series [1, 2], we discovratio ever observed in a presolar grain. In order to inered a huge (30 µm, Fig. 2d) SiC grains of type X [3].
vestigate whether contamination with Al could account
The C, N and Si isotopic ratios of this grain named
for the apparent heterogeneity in 26Al/27Al, we assume
Bonanza (12C/13C=190; 14N/15N=28; δ29Si/28Si=–282‰,
that the intrinisic ratio is homogeneous and has the
δ29Si/28Si=–442‰) clearly identify this grain as an X
highest observed value of 0.9. Figs. 1e and 1f show the
grain. The extremely large size of this grain, greatly
distributions of the inferred intrinsic 27Al in the grain
exceeding those of previously analyzed X grains, poses
and of contamination whose addition would result in
the problem of how such a grain can condense in SN
smaller 26Al/27Al ratios. As can be seen, the contamiejecta. Furthermore, the grain seems to be an aggregate
nation is mostly present at the periphery of the grain.
of smaller grains (see Fig. 2d). How were these subBecause we cannot exclude possible contamination, we
grains joined together and did they all form in the same
cannot claim 26Al/27Al heterogeneity for Bonanza.
place? The grain’s large size offers the opportunity to
The 26Al/27Al ratio of 0.9 in Bonanza is higher by at
analyze its elemental and isotopic composition as well
least a factor of three than the highest ratio predicted in
as its internal structure in great detail.
any SN model [4-6]. In SN models, the highest ratios
Last year, we reported the spatial distribution of the
are obtained in the He/N zone. However, since the C
C and Si isotopic ratios in the Bonanza grain by isoand N isotopic ratios of X grains make contributions
topic imaging in the NanoSIMS [3]. Variations in these
from the He/C zone, where 26Al/27Al is very low,
ratios were observed but could be explained by connecessary, the discrepancy in 26Al/27Al between the
tamination with small mainstream SiC grains. Here we
models and Bonanza is at least an order of magnitude.
report Al-Mg, Ca, Ti, Fe and Ni isotopic ratios.
Contamination is also a problem for other elemenResults: We obtained isotopic images of 24,25,26Mg,
tal and isotopic systems. Figure 2 shows isotopic im27
Al, 28Si, 40,43,44Ca, and 48Ti with the Washington
ages of 40,42,44Ca and 48Ti and an SEM image (d). Ca is
46,47,48,49,50
52
University NanoSIMS and images of
Ti, Cr,
largely isotopically normal and is probably contami54,56,57
Fe, and 58,60,61,62Ni with the Carnegie NanoSIMS,
nation. An exception is a small region that shows an
with positive secondary ions.
excess in the 44Ca/40Ca ratio (Fig. 2f). This is the region
The Mg-Al isotopic images of Bonanza are shown
with a Ti subgrain (Fig. 2e), leaving little doubt that
in Fig. 1. Al is heterogeneously distributed in the grain
the 44Ca excess is due to the decay of short-lived
(c). Mg is completely dominated by radiogenic 26Mg
(T1/2=60yr) 44Ti. This provides additional evidence for
26
from the decay of Al (averaged over the whole image
a SN origin of Bonanza. The inferred 44Ti/48Ti is 0.005
26
24
Mg/ Mg =97, in some areas the ratios is as high as
and lies within the 44Ti/48Ti vs 29Si/28Si trend shown by
700; the normal ratio is 0.139). The distribution of the
other X grains [7].

Figure 1

Figure 2
As the primary ion beam sputtered away material,
more Ti-rich subgrains were exposed. The Ti isotopic
analysis from the Ti isotopic images revealed normal
46
Ti/48Ti, a small deficit in 47Ti, a large excess in 49Ti,
and a smaller excess in 50Ti (Fig. 3). No statistically
significant isotopic variations among different
subgrains were observed. The Ti pattern is typical for
X grains [7] and can be well reproduced by mixing
between the He/C and He/N zone (Fig. 3), without
the need for 49V contributions [7].
The spatial distributions of Fe and Ni in Bonanza
are similar. Fe has a small 54Fe deficit and large 57Fe
excess (Fig. 4), similar to other X grains [8]. Again,
the Fe isotopic pattern can be well fitted by mixing
between the He/C and He/N zone (Fig. 4). The Ni
isotopic pattern shows a large 61Ni excess and smaller
60
Ni and 62Ni excesses (Fig. 5). For the 58Fe
correction on 58Ni we assumed the 58Fe/56Fe ratios
predicted for the He/C-He/N mix that best fits the Fe
isotopic pattern [8] (Fig. 4). As for Ti and Fe, the Ni
pattern is well fitted by He/C-He/N mixing (Fig. 5).
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